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This was the day to showcase what the YLDP graduates had learned as the essence of 

leadership after being exposed to prominent leaders for a year.  The event was held at the 

India House on Saturday, August 10, 2013. 

Every month YLDP (Youth Leadership Development Program) organizes one workshop 

where students, mostly juniors, listen to a leader, discuss the message in teams, present 

their learning to the audience, and write about it. The curriculum is formatted around the 

Harvard Business Review book “On Leadership”. 

This year’s graduation ceremony was markedly different from the past years, in that after 

the usual award and certificate giving ceremony, five student group panel discussions were 

held on national and international topics currently in the media spotlight. The exchange 

between students was lively and at times amazingly mature.  

The event co-chairs Nimmi Vale and Sangeeta Pasrija began with a warm welcome to 

students, their families and the invited guests.  

“Listen to your hearts and be the best leaders you can be,” said Vale. “Believe in yourself”. 

Chairman Nat Krishnamurthy spoke passionately and implored students to “remember us 

and tell us what you thought of YLDP experience.” 

Sushma Bhan YLDP President encouraged every student to be a leader. Emphasizing the 

role of women she added, “And you women don’t have to be like men. Stand on your own’’ 

US Congressman Al Green came only for a few brief minutes, but effortlessly praised every 

group, including students, parents, Indian community, and the YLDP Board. He did it with 

such a grace that only he can do it. His advice to the young aspiring leaders was to pay more 

attention to character rather than reputation. “Reputation”, he said, “is what others know 

who you are and character is what you know who you are. 

Indian Consul General Parvathaneni Harish, the keynote speaker, spoke eloquently on the 

theme of Identity. He stated we all have, “various identities integrally linked to the evolution 

of human consciousness that we grapple with.” Elaborating he mentioned identities of 

Houstonian, US Citizen, Indian origin, religion, and language. His key message to students 

was not to abandon their identity of Indian origin but to stay connected and inquisitive and 

learn about Indian culture, values, lifestyle, and politics. 

“Ninety percent of Indians came to the US as students, with qualifications as engineers, 

doctors and so on,” Harish continued. “Their dreams were Indian dreams for their future.” 

He asked that the students to make an effort to understand where these dreams were 

shaped by visiting India. 


